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Ig o re- to oesoribe0ah-tivesh*eldwas chosen for the spacecraft. A full-scale Research
The fli@ht perfor_nce of the Mercury Space- and Dev_lup_nt (R and D) shield of conservative de-

craft ablative heat shield is auMi_rised with re- sign was built and flown to demonstrate the concept

spent to its cauceptual development , thermal deai_ of a_latio_ as a means of thermal protection for

and perforlannel and Janufacturing and testing, satellite v_hiclee. Design, ground test.,analysis,
a_d flight qualification of the prototype shield

A full-scale Research and Development (R and D) followed and excellent performance of the shield was
shielA was flight tested to provide a qualification obtained. A tc_al of six orbital entries, four of
of the ablative approach in _e_eral and the shingle- them manned, were carried out successfully during
layup _lass-reinforced phenolic system e_ployed in Project Mercury. The thermal perfore_nce of' the
particular. _aer_al performance _ter_ were de- heat shield and the approach to its design, fahrlca- _.
rived from this test which formed a basis for sub- tion, and qualification form the substance of this

sequent analysis and predictions, paper. Practically" no ther_cetr_ctural analysis was
performed on the _rcury shield.

Flig_t-teat results from the seven production
shield_ flown, including the six that entered from ."he structural co_ide_tion of _o_t co_cern
orbit, are _wreeented. Gromxl-te_t results and th*- was that fc_- landing impact. Losding an-1 strength
oretical performance predictions were co_pe_ed wirY. analyses and extensive tests _re _effor_ed for this
the flight results a_d good correlation was f_und, condition. The discussion of this aspee_ of the

heat shield is not, however w_thin the @cope of
Th_ _ercury spacecraft heat shield perfors_ this paper.

co_istently well during the project. While abla-
tive in the _r_ral sense, very little mass l_s Exhaustive thers_l analysis was not performe_
occurred and no change in shield thickness was noted, on the Mercury heat shield, but fairly oo_plete data
Tee most dominant mechanism of heat re_eetion was on recovered shields were ob'ained and are included _
found to be radiation from the char. The an@Laser, in this pa_er.

ing _ppruach to the shie3d design a_ perfor_uce

analysis was quite satisfactory and this type of _ .

shielding 8yste_ was considered well suited to oat- ft2 "_'ellite entry conditions such as those experienced A area,

by the Mercury _uned cpacecre._t. /_;)_) . _ coefficient of drab

Introduction _P_ _._ c specific heat, B_u/Ib-'R ":$+

It is the obSective of this l_per to describe g acceleration loadi_ J'_"

_ _evelOl_ent end fllght perfor_ence of the heat H e_halpy_ Bt_/Ih '_

_hield used for entry then_l protection o.* the k con_uctivlty, Stu/ft-sec-'F _'_,_ _-_
Mercury spacecraft. This paper co.aiders only the ._. : ,_

ablative protection ut_!ized on tee forebody of the m mace of vapor produced in ablation process ib ':_,_

The Mercury spacecraft and its mission have Q total heat, Bt_/ft 2

been described in a_ferenccs i and 2 Basically, q heati_ rate, Btu/f_2-sec- _"

the spacecraft was a blunt bslllstic'vshicle sized _ :_t_'

foraei_ _i_ot_ for lauachb_,-- At_ la--ch _ bo_nose_adius,ft ii _.._.._,_
vchiclo. '_a launch-escape confi_r_tion for the T temperature, "F _i
spacecraft is shown in figure i. t time, eec _ _'!!_.

The heat shield was protected from the boost V flight velocity o_ _
environment because of its poeltlon in the space- _._

craft-launch vehlcl_ a_apter. _rlng the orbital Vc reference satellite velocity, 26,000 ft/sec _._,

mission, the heat shield faced forwa_ in the di- W wel_t of spacecraft, lh " "_,..'_r_"
rectlon of fllght lu_ wu exposed to the near-earth

vacuum environment &_d to te_permt_re exouralo_ x distance from front face, in. _ _-

ranging from _0" to 90" Y. _ntry wa_ aehisve_,by _ paran_ter described b_ equation (£), ._._

amos_herio braking along a shallow fli_t _ath a_Ix B %_ . ,_,
which resulted in _ecelex_tl_n level_ of about lOg, 5 thleknee8 of element, ftand _axi_m_ heating rates of apl_o_tw_tely , _f

50 Btu/_t2-eec. A cold-wall heat pulse of about ¢ e_iss_vity _"

8,000 Btu/ft _ was exp_ieneed in the 54inure entry ? dens_t¥_ lb/f_
tim for which sl_nlfieant heating o_curred.

r ,!
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o _tsfan-Boltzman constant, Since these ehield_ were available ¢arly in

0.171_ x i0"_ Btu the program, they were employed on the ballistic
hr.ft_ .R4 flights by t_tror_auts Alan B. Shepard and Virgil I.

Griesol, M_y 5 aud July 21, 1961, z_spectlvely.

Subscripts: _se Ablative_hield A_roach

a at abla.tion co_diti_ Ablation technologY was acvancing rapidly at

Aero aerodynamic this time, and it was apparent that a shield of the
type %hen used on missile nose cones could provide

san amblent protection without the disadvantages of the heat

BL .hlocks_e sink and with a poesible saving in weight. T_ia
: approach _as adopted for the hea_ shield qualiflca-

• edge of boundary layer tlon flight and was continued for the remainder of

N surface elament the progra_ At an early stage in the design of ,,
the Mercury spacecraft 3 the fall of 1958, a Jupiter

n typical internal elsgent missile nose ec_e was successfully recovered. This

p at eonsY_l_t preasur_ noes cone involved a composita shingle-type construc-
tion which provided structural strength while still

"_ SL sea level permitting the large volu_as of gas generated by the
w wall heat to flow bet-¢eenthe ablative laminates without

Z sta_natl_ forcing the lamin_tes to separate.

2 conditions behind shock Since no directly applicable satellite entry

flight experience had been _ained with a _ea_ shield

NOTE: Barred quantities denote _,eanl_rties in of this design, it was considered essential that a
the boundary layer, conservatively designed prototype shield be flown

on a trajectory that wou_ simulate the conditions

.H.istor_of the Mercur_ Heat Shield for entry from orbit. It was also considered ab-
solutely necessary to recover the beat shield for

Conflguratio_ po_tfllght examination, and, aecordingly_ a bal-
listic trajectory was selected for _is qualifies-

The Merc_cy spacecraft confi6_ratio_ was pri- tion flight. This !0relimlnary flight qualification

._aril_ detervained by heating co_iderations and the test is described in th_ following section of this !
final configu_-ation shown in figure 1 evolved from paper. This qualification _!Ight demonstrated _he

an extensive study of shapes which would minimize suitability of the shingle-laminated phenolic glass
the ent_ heati_ problem as well as eat_gfy numer- heat shield for the Mercury entry hea_ _cteetion_
sue stability requirements° A blunt vehicle was and operational shields were construet_ in a similar
selected very early in the pro_ect to provide a low manner.

value of the ballistic parameter W/C_. An after- |The shield construction and dimensions, _-

body over which the flow would be separated was eluding a photograph_ are shown in figure 2.
alSo chosen by considerations of bo_ heating and

stability for the entry portion of flight. A co_- The general performance of the ablative shield

promise between stability and the requirea_nt of was h_ghly satisfactory, and the six shields that

uniform heating on the shield resulted in the entered from orbit all performed their function

_ 80-inch radius of curvature assianed to tlteblunt perfectly.
_ face. The deslgn of the spacecraft structure re-

_ quired a pressure vessel o_r which a heat protec- Preliminary Fli_,_ _ualification Test (Bi_ Joe)
.-_-"_ tion shell was fitted. The configuration was such ......

-: t_ + the optlm_ b_at shield was a cement of the Introduction
_'_ surface o_ a sphere, supported continuously around "

_ the edge. A flight-test program utilizing a full-scale
spacecraft was considered essential for early _er-

.T, _e Heat-Sink Approach ification of design concepts under actual flight

conditions because no ground-teat facility existed

'_'_/_:/__ shield w_s a beryllium heat sink. The total hea_ entry environment. The first Atlas-boosted flight

The first approach considered _or the heat at that time with the capability of simulating the

. load to be expected, approximately 6,000 Btu/ft _ used a boilarplate vehicle named "Big Joe", and was w '' for th_ early predictions, could be handled reason- conceived to investigate some of the many problems
'i_ ably well by a berylllu_ heat sink 1-inch thick associated with entry fr_n orbit as well as to pro- | _

vide an early check on the basts approach to the
'$_I_, with a unit weight of approximately 10 lb/ft 2. heat protection being employed in the Mercury de-
:_/' Such a heat sink would have experienced an incre- sign. This flight test was planned to simulate as
_,/ ment _n temperature of about 1,RO0* F. Con_idera- nearly am possible the conditions of atmospheric
/ _" _, 'tlons of toxicity and fire hasard frc_ the shield entry from a shallow earth orbit of a full-scale

"_ in the event of a lend i_act eventually ruled out spacecraft. _is _pececraft was equipped with an
_:_ I this _p:_ach for the orbital entries. He.ever, by ablation heat Shield rode of a phenolic fiber-glass_'
_ the time _is decision had been made, a number of
_'. _ resin _aterial of the type planned for th_ Mercury
_>_ . heat sinks had been fabricated. These heat sinks heat shield and was so instrumented that its thermal

i_/_. _ were forgad shield of QMV berylliu_, a for_ of the l,performance could be determined. was one of

_, i material that Is produced by sinterlag beryllium the prima_.y ob_ectlves of the flight test.
' po_er.

J_._:_:,,
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. The spacecraft flight test was conducted on Flight Descrlptio n

SoP tem_'r 9, i_9, from the Air Force Missile Test

1 The launch vehicle used for this fllgh_ test
._'_ Center, Cape Canaveral, Florida• Th<s section

"_ presents only the results of the ablation-heat- was the Atlas IOD missile. The boilerpiate space-
- craft was attached to the adapter by means of a _"

! shield performance during this test• special _ing-tF-pe clamp.

Spacecraft Description T_e vehicle %'as launche_ on &ep_ember 9, 1959,

The boilerplate spacecraft had essentiall_ the from the Air Force Missile Test Center, Cape Kennedy,

same external dimensions as the Mer'-'ury spacecraft Flori_a. A ma]_unct_on occurred during the launc/]

with the exception that it was not f_tted with al_ phase because the booster engine did col separate

escape tower. Structural details of the boilerpl_e from the Atlas sustainer s+.age after burnout. Thls

• spacecraft were col typical of the Mercury space- added weight caused the entry condition_ to b_ dif-
ferent thSXA prog_amed and an entry angle some'_hat

• craft, as it was desired to meet cniy the require- steeper than that planned for the simulabed orbital

": ments of this fligh _ test. A sketch showing t/le _n:._'y resulted• This mal_unction also led to a de-
general dimenslcnb of the boils-plate spacecraft _:_

• Lay n the separation of the spa -'raft from the

given in figure 3. It consisted of the followlng Atlas. .if_r separat_Jn, the spacecraft attained s

four major assemblies: the heat shield, pcessurized general heat-shleld foz-_ard attltude which it main-
inStrumentation compartment, conical and eylir _rlcal

afterbedy, and eft canister. A photograph of the rained throu@hout entry•

assembled boilerplate spacecraft is sLown in fig-

ure _. were _ue spacecraft coordinates ill space _ear apo6eeobtained from rada _ data and used in conjunc-

tion with data from accelerometers to calculate the

_e heat shield was an ablative type made of entry trajectory. The accuracy of the trajectory

phenolic resin and fibar glass and the afterbody was deLete<ned by this technique is affected by uncer-
made of inconel sheet. The spacecraft instru_menta-

talntles in various parameters in the calculations,

tlon was contained in a pressurized compartment, and such as drag coefficient and air density• By varying

the parachute system and r_covery aids were contain- these parameters over a range, it was possible to '

ed in the afterbody and aft canister sections• obtain a trajectory for which calculated load fac-

tors closely approximated tho_e measured on hoard.

Heat Shield Descrlntion The actual achieved trajectory thus calculated la
shown in fip"Jre 6.

The heat shield used on Big Joe was geometri-

cally 8 74._-inc_ diameter spherical segment with a

radius of curvatu_.e of 80 inches. A sketch of the The spacecraft was equipped with an automatic

heat shield is shown in figure _. The heat shield reaction control system to control its motion dur-
ing entry• However, because of the delay in space-consisted of two lamlrmtes: an outur ablation lam-

inate, 1.075 inches thick and an inner structlra_ craft-]aunch vehicle separation, the control-system

laminate, 0._0 inch thick. The ablation laminate fuel supply was expended in an attempt to control

was made of concentric layers of fiber-glass cloth the motion of the spacecraft-launch vehicle comhln-

orientated so that the layers were at a 20 _ angle ation• Attitude data obtained durlng entry Indl-

with the local heat-shleld surface• The structural cared an oscillatory motion about the trim angle.

laminate was made of fiber-glass cloth orientated This trim angle, caused by the spacecraft's center

with the individual layers parallel to the outer of gravity being offset from its longitudinal axls

surface• Both the ablation and structural laminates was approximately 4°. The average amplitude of the
oscillation about the trim ang].e over the time

were made from a special finish fiber-glass cloth
interval of interest in the analysis of the heat- _'

with a 9lu_ phenolic resin. Resin content, by shield performance was approximately i_ ° to 15%
weight, of the ablation and structural laminates was

40 percent and _0 percent, respectively. A circular The spacecraft's parachute larding system (rp. :
ring (fig. 5) 5 inches high, made of fiber glass and -_

resin, was attached to the back of the heat shield erated successfully, resulting in a safe water

landing. The recovery aids enabled prompt location ':'" ';.fi_4_.'_and served to bolt the heat shield to the pressur- '_

ized compartment of the spacecraft, and the spacecraft was recov_ "ed in excellent con-

dltlon 7 hours after launch. ;:_: ,_,_¢"

Heat Shield Instrumentation Results at_d Discussion ,, 2,:. ,

The heat shield -as instrumented to obtain tern- [_qe desired insertion conditions for this "- ' ;__ o.flight. Unique sensors were specif_cally developed atmoSpheric entry from a shallow earth orbit. How- .' , "

an_ the heat shield was instrumented with 15 of ever, because of the failure of the launch vehicle's _._
these sensors located at the positions indicaied in engine to separate from the Atlas, the heatlr4_ on- '" _ _,_"_i
table i. Each of the sensors consisted of _ dis- vlronmen% of the heat shield was no_ as severe as .1"_:_ :_;_

tinct types of measurements_ first, 6 thermocouples would have occurred had the deslrea trajectory been .:"_ _w_i'

spaced in depth as shown in table i and second, the obtained, A comparison of the heating estzmated t_ _.
char sensor circuits which consisted of 20 pairs of for the actual entA'y with that estimated for the - 4 '"'

wires spaced in d_pth. The _ndividual pairs o_ planned flight was made w_:_ a widely used theory _'
wires utilized the property _A' the resin becoming 4_'

an electrical conductor wheq charred to complete the (ref. 3), This comparisc, n of values (fig. 7) based " '_ ":_'_

electrical circuit between _,Jacent wires. A de- on a zero value for wall cnthsLpy, showed the peak -._, , _:_script<on of the sensor wor' is given in appendix A. heating rate obtained during _,he fll@ht to be ap- "'_:'

proximately 77 percent, of th,,. target value and the ,,-_,,,_;. , _,,_,,

total cold-wall heat load obtained to be approxl- ! ,_ '

mately h2 percent c-_ the tagel value of 7,I00 i_ ' "J,_

_el_,_nafter referred to a_ Cape Kennedy Btu/ft2. ::, , ,._;-_

T
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An evaluation of the heat-sbleld yerformance _e interior retain_ its origins2 prope)_ty as a

invol_d _nalysis of the test results with regard dielectric (fig. _,.). Specific. gra,_ty measure-

to: general coalition of the recovered heat shield, meritswere mad-.f±-omsections cut f:om _.neof the

heat-shield temperatures and _ characteristics, heat-shield core samples (no. 13). Sectlon_ repro-
and neat-shield heating rate an_ mechanisms of ab- sentative of the e1_ctrically conductive portion;

lotion. A detailed discussion of each of these the reminder of the visual char, the discolored

items follows: region, and virgL_ material were used to obtain the
variation of specific gravity with depth (fig. 12).

Descri_tlon of recovered heat shield.- _e ab- By intqgratlng this specific gravity variation, a
lative heat shield withstood both the entry and re- shield weight losL of 6.5 p,_une.swas obtained. It

covery phases of the flight test with only sups.'- _ns assmned that the specific _ravity of the elec°
ficlal damage, trically conductive regloL wa_ a constant value of

i._5. _!_ ._ion_ _xter_ing to a depth of approx-

Figure 8 show_ the photograph of the recovered imately 0.I! _._h, lost approximately 23 percent of
heat shield. _he pie-shaped discolored region in its origi. _i resin content. "he results of the

quadrant i_ wa_ caused by a dye_mrker recovery aid specific-gravit$ tests agree approximately with the
and was not caused by any effects of heating. _e char depths of 0.12 inch indicated from electrical-
random dark m_rks are scuff marks made dur_ g the resistance mea_arementb. _,_ese tests also indicated •

recovery operation. Small droplets of rased glass three distinct regions whicl, reflect the results of

were observed over the entire heat-shield surface, the ontry heating and are defined as follows along
A aragon%ion _oint offset of approximately 6 inches with the genes'el range in depth in the heat shield
ce.usedby the trim angle was evident frc_ the stream- at which they exist:

lined glass droplets, Small circumferential hair- _-

line cracks which follow the fiber-glass laminations _ Regior of sample Depth, x, in. I
were alSo obee_wed. The only significant dodge to | [

the heat shield was a 3-inch delamination which oc- _ Change of electrical resistance 0 t_ O.12 I
curred in quadrant ITr near the sta_aaticr point. I !

A crack was observed at the edge of the large center _ Visible char O.12 %o 0.20 [

i Iplug and a separation e_our_ the smaller center plug. Discolored region 0.20 to 0.35
It was found by sectioning the heat shield at appxo-

prints locations that these cracRs and delamir_tions
in the heat shield did not ert?nd in de_th be,vond During this flight test the heating rates were

the visible charred portion ar_ did not affect the low enoue_ so tha_ the ablation process was confined

structural integrity of the heat shield, to charring the resin portions of the heat shield
with no surface recession. _ne char sensors were

Meas,_rements were made of the heat-shield pro- calibrated to indicate the progression of the char

file and thickness after recovery to determine if front. _is calibration was obtained from ground

there was a change as a result of the flight test. te_t£ conducted by th_ heat-shield contractor using

_e results ivdieated that any profile change which sensor-instrumented models. _e results obtained i
might have occurred was within the-accuracy of _he from the sensor readings during this flight test
measurements (_0.01 inch). _he heat shield was were satisfactory in a qualitative sense but Ind,-

weighed after recove_j and the results indicated a cated excessive char depths _mnging from 0.27_ inch

' weight loss of 6 pounds. An independent,evaluation to 0.36_ inch as compared _o the value for change

of the weight loss will be discussed later, oF clectrlea] resistance of about 0.12 inch. This

i dldagre_ment is attributed to difficulties assocl-Heat shield temperatures and char chax ,cter____= ated with a proper simulation for the calibration.

istic______s.-_ne Bi6 Joe heat shield faired temperature-
time histories at a typical sensor location are A sample cut f_om _he extreme edge ol the heat

shown in figure 9, and a typical thermocouple plot shield showed the visible char penetration level to

_ shown in figure i0. A comparison of temperatures be essentially the same as noted at other points
from the different sensors showed that there was no over the heat shield. The uniformltj of the visible

sl_tificant effect of radial location on the heat- char deFths over the heat shield, like the uniform

shield temperatures, an indicatlcn that the heat temperature dis'_ributi_n, lends credence to the fact
chiel_ essentially experienced a uniform heating that the heat shield had essentially undergone a

_ over its surface. Core samples were taken from =,_ uniform heating.
recovered heat shield at various locations on ItS

surface to obtain evidence o_ Its physical condi- ,Summary of Results "

tion. It was found by measurements oe these samples
that a v_sibly charred region p_netrated to a depth _e Big Joe flight test yielded the following

of approximately 0.20 inch or some i_ percent of the results:
total thickness. A d_scolo_ed region extended to a

total depth of approxi_tely 0.3_ inch or about (i) Although th_ tra_ectc'.y flown by the _est
20 percent of the total thickness, vehicle was different from that antlcipe_ed for a --

typical Mercury entry, _he test proved that the ab-

• As a means of obtaining a better understanding lotion heat shield was an efficient and reliable ',:

of the extant of the char rather _han arbitrarily heat protective device. Not only did the heat , ,
defining char visually, specimens of the Big, Joe shield demonstrate its ability to withstand the

: _a_ shield were tested to obtain its electclcal heating during entry wi,h only minor sul _ace effects,

resisteu_ceand speclfic-gravity properties. The but it als shOwed no effect_ caured by landing _'

electrical resistance of a typical core sample cut loads, '.,:._
from the heat shield was measured at regular inter- _,_

vale from its front _e.ce. _ere is a definite (2) Meat ,red beat-shield tem_erat_ees and : . _:(

transition at a depth of about 0.1R inch with the char depths inaicated that _he heat sh,_eldesc_n- , _.,,:._(:_,_:
calterportion being electrically conductive while t_ally experienced a un_ ,e_ he,_tlng over its ,, _,.__,_

,', , , ii i ii i i....:, :........ , ,
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surface. Spec _.flc-grevitymeasurenmnts of the re- material. A portion of the resin decomposes corn-
covered heat shield (fig. 12) indicated that in the pletely to a gas, the reminder decomposing only

charring process only 29 percent of the available partially. Near the surface, prolonged exposure
resin content was lost. to higher temperatures causes more complete pyrol-

ysis, thus the surface layers of the char show a

(_) The heat shield could, at the heating more complete decomposition than the inner layers.

_ raL_ cxT_rionced, function as a ch_r-fo_Ing re- _"_isb6havi_; is _Lc,-n in fig_'e 12 where specific
radiati'e shield with no surface recession and only gravity is plotted agaln_t the distance from the
a very Little mass loss caused by the advance of sdrface measured for the Big Joe heat shield. Ac-

the char interface through the resin system, cordingly, conductivity could be expected to vary

considerably across the char layer. Further, in

(h) The peak temperatures reached were Just each element of the ablator, decomposition will

in the range of glass melting temperatures; thus, occur progressively as the temperature increases.
the glass forms a reasonable reinforcement for such

conditions. The development of an analysis for this very
complex process requlre_ '_omesimplifying assump-

This test provided both an e1.couraglng demon- tions which are as follc_s:

stretion of the soundness of the ablative approach

in general and of this type of constmAction in par- (1) Ablation occurs at one specified temper-
ticular. Further, it provlded: early in the program, ature.
a source of data on which an analytical rondel could

be based. This model was constructed and used as a (2) The char layer is homogeneous and its

tool to describe the probable performance of the zonduc_ivity and specific heat are functions of

operational shield_ based on the observed perform- temperature only.
anee of the Big Joe shield.

(3) A known fraction of the resin is pyrolysed.

Thermal Performance Analysis
_4) Further de-'ompostion of the products of

Trajectory Considerations pyrolysis neither requires nor produces heat.

The thermal performance of an ablative heat From the Big Joe heat-shield test results a :.

shield will depend not only on the properties of _he char specific gravity of 1.55 was selected cortes-
shield material but also on the external flow con- pondlng to the measured surface value. The change

ditions in the region of interest. Only the stag- in sl._clfic gravity of O.18 uorresponded to a loss

nation point was considered for the analysis; of 26 percent of the resin. The resin originally

however, because r the uniform flow conditions, the comprised 40 percent of the ,weight of the composite.
results %_re assumed valid for the entire shield.

A value of I .000 Btu/lb for heat of vaporization

The requized external flow cor_itlo_ are tern- of that _raction of charred resin is commonly quoted
peratura and enthaipy as functions of time. These and was used in the analysis. Surface emissivity

conditions were derived from an analysis of the was taken as 0.9 and the blockage coefficient, _ ,

normal shock at e number of points ale _ the ently taken as 0.19, corresponding to a Prandtl number of
trajectory (ref. 4). Since conditions *t uhe edge 0.74 and a mean specific heat of 0.29 Btu/lb-@ F.
of the boundary layer were closely apl roximated by

conditions immediately behind the shoe' • these More dilfieult to define were the ablation ,
latter were used. Also derived from the t_aJectory temperature and effective char conductivity, param-

was a time variation ,f the sta_mtion point convec- eters of prime importance. To obtain these, an .,
tire heating-rate (ref. :_),as expressed by: empirical ap_ -each was taken. The set of _lues - ,_

which best ,_tched the Big Joe flight data was _ /._

__\_c)/_--_['_ (_) so,,ght, and these values were used for subsequent , "_"
_Aero 1 600 V _.15 (I) analysis of the various Mercury entries. A range • _

• of char conductivities was obtained for study by _ _
interpolating curves between data for fully charred "_ %.-_

An extension of the analysis could have been made anJ uncharred material as shown in figure i_. _:_ ,_"_

to Anclude shock layer radiation heating, but, as A number of cases were run by using different ._,_. _4_'_
t,is source of heat is less than 1 percent of the values of ablation temperatur and char conductivity

convective heating for a typical Mercury entry, it the two independent variables _nd two criteria _ ' _
has not been included. Further discussion of the as _F.... : i

were selected to determine when Big Joe results had ._._ _%__.
ablation model and numerical analysis is given in been matched. These were total mass loss and tern- _ ?.•

appendix B. pe_-ature distribution _r the shield after"the ab- > ,_'-_
lation was compL_.te. A comparison of temperature _ ., ,_._'

Determination of Ablation Paramater_ dlstrlbutlon was based on the definition of a _!_

from Anal_sis of the Bi_ Joe Fl_ single number AT, which is the difference between _J_ '_'

an average Bi_ Joe shield temperature at depths _. ._'
In addition to the thermal properties of the of 0.19, 0.29, and 0.39 inch from the surface and 5. _i_uneharred ablation m_terl_l, which were presumed the average of analytical temperat_Lrea at the same % _,'/

kn_n and treated as functions of temperature only, depths. Plots of unit mass loss _nd Am against _!_ ;_
i: was necessary to obtain certain ablation parse- ablation temperature and char conductivity are _'¢ ' J'
eters, shown in figures lh and 15, and the "match point" -,_'

determined the effective values of ablation tam- ': _7w the ablation process, the main undergoes perat_re and char conductivity which had to be use_ _

d,_c,_,posltionof a complicated nature which depends I '_

v_rtly upon the temperature and the reinforcing in the analycis to give a mass loss of 0.2 ib,ft2 ]i'_]_. .=:_rb

0
...... :........ , , ,,, ,,, ......
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and a L_T = O, that is, to give results which agreed Design Criteria
with those observed in the Big J_e shield.

The environment experienced by the spacecraft
The effects on unit mass loss of variations ira is extremely severe. Temperatures in the shock

the values used for heat of vaporization and block- layer immediately ahead of thp bltuutdrag-body ant-

age coefficient are shown in figures 16 and 17. face are in excess of i0,000 ° F, beyond the melting
These figures show that there was only a weak de- point of all materials. The Mercury heat shield

pe_ndence of shield perfo:_mnce on these parameters, was designed to 9rotect the spacecraft for all de-

The effect of variations in the fraction of resin sign entries and control entry temperatures to

vaporized upon unit mass loss is shown in figure 18. specified limits. In order to provide _dequate
protection for the astronaut, whose back lies only

Finally, results from the analysis of the Big a few inches away from the inner surface of the

Joe case using the parameters selected as indicated heat shield, a criterion on the temperature of the
previously were compared with _light data. In fig- inner surface of the shield was set at 150 ° F. Con-

ure 19, this comparison is mace of the temperature siderations of the double layer makeup of the shield

distribution at particular times dub.insthe flight, and the bonding state-of-the-art led to a further
criterion on bondline temperature's bein_ set at

Interpretation of Char Depth 600 ° F. The heat shield must also have the capa-
bility to withstand the dynamic pressures involved

It is observed that the depth of char is some- while sustaining a _,eryhot condition and sustain

what arbitrary. Change of electrical resistance, the high water-impact forces before the structure

visual charrd_, and a less pronounced discoloration has cooled appreciably. The heat shiela.shoul
occur at three different depths. In the present have the capability to withstand the acoustic and

analsmis, another definition of char has been intro- vibration environments imposed during la_nch and

duced; that is, the depth over which density must the hard-vacuum and low-temperature conditions
chan_ from the m_ckarred to the charred value to of the space environment.

account for the total mass loss. For the Big Joe

shield, these four char depths were related as Ther,_alPerfo1_anee Criteria
follows: (1) change of electrical resistance,

0.12 inch; (2) visual c_r, 0.20 inch; (3) discol- The thermal performance of the heat shield of

ored region, 0.3_ inch: and (_) mass-loss depf2_, the Merch_y spacecraft requi_ed the following:
0.21 inch. From this relationship a simple sealing

to other cases can be performed by taking a ratio of (i) Co.,tain the extent of ablation within the

the char depths which can be physically observed to region of the -'nclined laminates.
the "mass-loss" depth which results from the anal-

ysis as follows: (i) change of electrical proper- (2) Maintain the specif:ed bondline tempera-

_ ties, _7 percent of mass-loss depth; (2) visual char, ture to preclude dela_i:_t_on.
_ percent of m_ss-loss depth; and (3) discolored
region, 170 percent of mess..loSsdepth. (5) Maintain the specified beckface tempera-

ture to minimize heat rejection tc the interior.

The results of this analysis demonStrated _hat

a reasonable engineering model of a simplified These conditions were to be fulfilled for _r_-
, nature could be contrived to reconcile the observed abort situations and for azkventries from orbit in

flight results. The accuracy with which the data which two or more retrograde rockets functioned.

were fitted gave assurance that at least the major

i mechanisms involved were being treated correctly. Fabrication of Production Shields
An important deduction from this and from the re-

sult that the ablation surface operated at essen- To utilize the experience gained in the con-

tlally radiation equilibrium temperature is that struction of'the prototype shield flown on Big Joe,
•_ for this type of material and environment the doe- the prime contractor for the Mercury spacecraft was

"? inant mode of heat rejection is radiation. The directed to produce heat shields for the Mercury

_' Mercury heat shield is in essence a thermal protec- program similar to the basic design proven in the
tion system which operates primarily by the spon- Big Joe flight.

_o_ taneous formation of a high temperature radiative
surface and the utility of which is only slightly The operational _hields were made as shown

_ improved by internal kinetics and convective block- previously in figure 2. An Inclined ablation
age. laminate, with shingles at 20" to the local tan&ent -

_'_ as the D shield, 0.65 inch thick formed
for R and

_ Design and Fabrication of Production Shield the outer element. The structural (para_lel) lam-

inate was O.30 inch thick. _.--

Selection of Design Tr_ectories

S"_' Appendix C describes in some detail the fabri- " ::_

_., The Mercury spsceczmft entry was typical of cation technique employed for the shield. :_'

satellite entry at low flight path angles dictated __;_ by permissible g limits for the h_m_an occupant Of the several fabrication problems encountered

_ and minimal retrograde decrement of velocity. A the most si_ificant was that of maintaining the "_
._ concern over the possible failure of a retrograde correct orientation of the inclined ablation lam-

':, rocket led to the selection, for design purposes, inates. _'

_' of the case of one retrorocket failing to function. _
_" The ra:,ge of heating rate and pulse experienced by There was concern whether 20° inclination of _

the shield _lor_ with trajectory parameters is the laminates was actually being attained and con- _ _:_
shown in rip,Are _0 for such a case. Thi_ design sequently several shields were bored near the outer

_/' case yields a heat pulse of approximately 8,910 diameter so that the actual angle of inclination _"

_ I_tu/ft" for a spacecraft weight of 2,4_9 pounds, could be observed. The results of this inspection i"_"

%:" _}
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indicated that the angles, in general, were being In general, however, the simulation was poor be-

prOduced. These holes which measured about 1 inch cause of different chemistry and the l_ temperature
in diameter were plugged with representative shingle and enthalpy of the stream. No really useful data

material, and the plugs were retalnet_ in the shield resulted from these early thermal performance tests.
by the paral.121 backup structure. Only in the cen-

ter o2 the shield did the circumferential orienta- Arc.Jet Tests
tion become a problem. Observations made at the

exposed surface showed that the innermost shingle In_roduction.- The failure of previous h_..t
zsmina.teswere wrinkling and buckling in _roups. shield ablation tests and other thermal tests =

Hi cro_-sectioning a test shield near the center duplicate the severe reentry conditions properly
the contractor found that the angle of inclination made it necessary to evaluate further the perform-

deviated appreciably from the desired 20" angle, ance of the Mercury heat shield. Sis was done in

In some ermmples, the fibers close to the parallel a series of ablation tests, conducted at the NASA

llmlnate were l_rpendic,nlar to the face and then langley Research Center Structures Division are-Jet
bent over and either were directed parallel to the facility using air as the working medium.
face or in some cases even at a ne_tive angle be-

fore returning toward _,e outer face. This poor These tests were planned to si_llate as nearly

orientation indicated that a section of the center as possible, with a mOdel designed _c limit edge

of the shield could be lost as a result of delamin- failure, the heat fluxes which would be encountered
ation and improperly attached fibers. A decision by the Mercury spacecraft heat shield during atmos-

Was therefore made to machine out the center of the pheric entry.
shield and replace it '_itha hlgh-pressure molded

plug of 15-inch maxim_ diameter (fig. 2). A large Description of Model and Instrumentation.- Test
block of properly or_,ntated material was produced spec'-menswere obtained from a prOduction Mercury

by stacking deVeloped co_a of the proper included heat shield (no. 13), which had been rejected be-
angle. A ses_ent was then cut from this block to cause of structural defects apparent during ultra-

form a plug. The plug was _._cured in the heat sonic examination. The defective area, which
shield by 12 inclined dowel pins, _ located on an contained voids, delaminstions, or other flaws or

inner circle and 8 iccated at a larger diameter, imperfectious, was confined to a ring about 6 inches

To provide additional strength behind the central wide located approximately 2 feet from the center
plug, a larger diameter patch pad composed of ad- of the shield. Five specimens were obtained from

ditional parallel laminates was added to the inpld." sound areas of the shield, while t,_ospecimens were
or concaVe side of the shield after the dowel _ins obtained from defective areas.
were cemented _n place. This pad was a maxim_u of ',

two-tenths of an inch thick. Additional struct _al The mOdel design shown in figure 21 was used
details are given in appendix C. for the original five sound specimens (tests i to _)

and one of the defective specimens (test 7). Care

The bond between the inclined laminate and the was taken to pro_ect the specimen edges from heating
parallel laminate was provided by a high-temperature by use of a phenolic asbestos collar which was bonded J
aluminized epoxy bonding agent, to the specimen with a room temperature vulcanizing =

rubber. Fiber-glass disks and thermoflex insulation

Ground Teatln_ were incorporated to protect the back surface of the :_ :;
s_eeimen from heating. /or model 6, a change in the ",_

Establishment of the Heatin_ Environment design of the model was made. In this design the :/
fiber-glass disk that was originally bonded to the ,

Numerous wind-tunnel studies were conducted to '_

investigate the heating, aerodynamic stability and neat shield specimen was dlsplaced _ inch from the /'_

loads experienced by the spacecraft in the Mach specimen and i, ted by three _ inch dowels inserted
number range from 0 to 20. Models ranging from as - _:_ _
small s i percent of full scale to full scale were 120 ° apart through the phenolic asbestos collar. . _ , .._.

used in these investigations. Further, full-size These dowels were employed to provide a three-point '_i_ '{_:
spacecraft components were employed for studyi_ specimen suppo_-t to determine if the continuous _ _

detailed heating effects. These Tests played an peripheral constraint in the other models prcw_nted ": i,'_
bondline or parallel layup delaminatione. A photo-invaluable part in defining the aerodynamic heating

i graph of a Typical mOdel before testing is shown in
of the Mercury sl_ceeraft. Reference further out- figure _2.

lines the Mercury wind-tunnel program.

Each specimen was instrumented with six chromel-

Esrl_, Thermal Performance Testa al_mel thermocouples; two at the beck surface, one _ _,_

on the bondline between the shlngle and parallel +_

Thermal tests included plasma-arc, radiant- l_minste structure, and three others at various " '_,:_

lsmp, and oxyhydrogsn blowtorch tests. Radiant- depths as shown in figure 23. . _,_'

lamp tests were _ :rformed on a 2-inch diameter . ,_
specimen representative of the heat shield material Descriptlqn of Tests.- The ablation heat shield ,_:_
to attempt to simulate the heating encountered dur_ tests were conducted in are facility no. _0 of the

ing reentry conditions. During these tests, the structures division of the NASA Langley Research ._'_
specimen severlM delamlnated. Radlant-lsmp tests Center. A complete description of this facility is ._"
were also performed o_ a one-third scale model and

resulted in spemimen failure. This was due to the given in reference _

monitoring ther_osouple b_A._ located 0.I inch be- _,_
low the surface. Since the thermocouple did not A multiple calorimeter probe, geometrically

re_pond, the lamps were driven at full power, twice similar to the specimens, was used to determine the

overload, to try to achieve the pro@Tamed thermo- cold-wall heating rate ob%alned from th_ arc-_et
couple resp_me. Oxyh_rogen blowtorch tests were stream, The power of the jet ar, d the distance of
performed o_.specimens fro_ a production shield, the model from the Jet nozzle were varied until the
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desired heating rate, approximately 67 Btu/ft2-s_c,-- mainly to the value of char conductivity used in
was obtained. Probe measurements shoved little the calculations. Tee value used provided_good

variation of the heating rate across the diameter agreement with test results for the shorter heating

of the specimen surface. The stream enth_ipy was periods, up to the 150 seconds experienced on the
not measured but was estimated from pre'-lous ex- Big Joe flight. However, relatively small errors

patience to be al_0roxima_ely ,_,000Btu/ib. A sum- in conductivity would be amplified during the longer

mary of test conditions is given in table 2. heating periods of the high-pulse ground tests, up
to _00 seconds.

_e tests were conducted in the foll£_ing

manner. _e Jet flo_ was initiated and af_cer Figure 27 shows a curve of the maximum te_zper-

40 seconds the calorimeter probe we_ inserted atur._ of each arc-Jet specimen at various depths

into the stream. The probe was removed after a from the front surface a, given by thermocouple

few seconds an_ _he heat-shield model, which was" measurement. Also shown is visual char depth for
mounted on a water-cooled sting, was immediately each specimen. This determined the temperature at

"_ into the stream. As soon as the model was which visual char is complete and is defined as the
_.moved_ the heating-rate probe was again swung effective ablation temperature. _is parameter in-

into the stream for an additional check on the creased from 600 e F at icy heat pulses _ the value

heating rate. After testing, each specimen was found to match best the Big J_ results, _o almost
,photographed and cross-sectioned for further ex- 900 ° F at high heat pulses. Since calculations

amination. _e heating time for each model is were based on a fixed effective ten_0erature of ab-

.: given in table 2. lation of 600" F, this further explains why agree-
men_ between experimented ar_lcalculated bondline

• Results.- Temperature-ti_e histories from temperature is better at low heat pul_es than a_

thermocouple readings and surface temperature sea- high heat pulses.

_ surements observed by optical pyrometry were taken
for each test. Figure _ sho_e the measured time Fli_ht Performance
history for a typical (test i) arc-Jet test specimen.

: Flight Descriptions

Thermocouple 6, located closest to the fro:lt '
surface of the mnd_l, had a very rapid temperature '_neback_ound prov_d_.dby the Big J_e flight
rise and reached its peak temperature shortly after and"the ar_-_et si_ulationc gave confidence that

the cessation of heating for all tests. After the the operational shield would perform _atiefactorily.
removal of the model from the arc stream, Y_e tea- Pr._tion_ were made for a wide ran_ of entry

perature indicated by thermocouple 6 dropped very heat-pulse conditions from early abort to _ar de-

rapidly and when the recording of temperatures coy, including t_pieal entries such as the for
ceased_(600 to 8_0 seconds), the temperature of MA8 eho_n in figure 28. Following is a b, ief de-

'_ thermoeouple 6 was comparable with the remaining scription of the Mercury flights covered in this

interior _peratures. Ther_ocouples located at the report:
: bondllne and the .ackfac_ of the model, as well as

other interior points, peaked at later times and at MA-_.- This was a suborbital flight launched •

lover temperatures. Figure 2_ shows a typical on Feb_ry 21, 1961, _nd designed to subject the
(test _) surface temperature plot obtained from .,pacecraft to maximum "g" and to produce maximum

optical pyrometry, afterbcdy heating. Consequently, the tot-_lheat
load on the shield was less than durin_ an orbital

Application of ADaly_is to Arc-Jet Tests _a_ry. The heat shield was recovered in excellent
-_ condition.

To a(aess these teats in detail and to estab-

; lish the _alidity of the analytical model derived MA-_.- This was the first orbital flight for

_ from the Big Joe flight_ IAredietione were made of the Merely heat shield and was launched Septem-

,' model performance in the arc-_et environment. This bar 13, 1961. After traversing a singl_,orbit in

_" was done using a step heat input and the same _ater- the unmanned condition, the s_acecraft experienced
,_.:. ial properties found to _a_eh beat the Big Joe normal entry heating conditions and we_ recovered,
_ fllg4t results. The center plug section of the shield had cracked

."_ free at the outer diameter and resulted in a 6_P at

_ i Experimental results ware coa_ared with these the parting line of about three-sixteenths inch.

_i predictions and the results are shown in figure 26 The ping was still tightly retained by the inclined

_I correlated on the basis of the total cold-wall heat dowel pins and was forcibly separated from the heat _ '
pulse experienced by the model, shield by breaking two of the dowel pins and tearing

the holes around the other dowels. Examination of _

_i Part a of figure 26 depicts the visual char the parts shewed tha_ the previously curved center

_!:_" depth plotted as a i_aetion of total heat flux to plu_ had flattened considerably during the cooling-

the spenimen_ The visual char depths at these heat off phase of the f]_t period. Also, the bonded _pulses closely notched the char depths obtained by surface showed the bondline thickness %o be exeas- ._,

_i_'_ the analysis using step heat inputs. Because of siva, 0.0_7 inch thick as opposed to the specified ,_,
_'_j this good a_ree_ent_ it was presided that char O.OlO inch thick maximum thickness and further _

_b_i depths could he accurately predict_l for the Mercury shoved _ar_e alr bubbles covering about _0 percent _ _

"_!:,"+'' heat shield in flight, of the bou_ _ur_ace. i, :_.

'_ PaA'tb of fl_re 26 co_ree the _lxi_u_ ex- _MA..- Thll _ a ten-orbit primate flight 1 _'_,

the _ste. _xperimental bondllne tawper_turee were this flight shoved a similar char depth an the pre- ' '.:.-_"
conailtently hi_er than thole ealeulatad; the dif- vio_l fli_t; however, the center plug was c_letaly , ,_.
ference ran@ed from _0" F at low heat pulses to edssing from the _hisld _ recovery. Again the _::_:.._,,_

_ I_0" F at hl_h heat pulses. _hll difference is dna _lue line yes excessively thick, 0.0_0 inch, bu_ the _:_

-:::: : ...... ................ i i i ii ii i i Ill [ i ii ii
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lose of the centel-plug was attributed primarily to be in excellent condition following the flight.
c_

an error in the drilling of the holes for the in-

i clined dowel pins. The holes were two-tenths of an MA-___8.-The third manned orbital space flight
inch too shallow which resulted In essentially a was conducted on Obtober 3, 1960.. The flight was

, complete loss of grip by the dowel pins upon the planned for six orbital passes or less and was a
center plug section. A thermocouple protruding continuation of a program to acquire new knowledge

: into the center plug area and st_11 f,,netioning while extending _he c!0erational experience in ma:_ned

upon wate;" impact provided continuous flight data orbital space flight. All objectives were accom-

that indicated that the plug was In place up to the plished. The perfocmance of the heat protection i
instant of water impact and separated from the system was satisfactory. The materials an_ con-

kshield upon impact. As a result of this separation struction of the heat shield were the same as for
and the separation during the preceding flight, an heat shields used on previous orbital missions,

X-ray technique was developed that distinctly showed with the exception tha_ the center plug was belted

the air pocLets in the bondline between the shield to the structural laminate + ) y_event i+s loss after
and center plug. The sharpness of definition of the reentry. The center plug was fom_ to be firmly

air bubbles ai_o indicated to borneextent the height attached to the heat shield during postflight ex-

of the air bubbles or the thickness of the glue aminatlon. During entry the heat shield provided
' Joint. Several experimental fabrication techniques satisfactory thermal protection as on previous .'

were explored ix an effort to eliminate the air orbital missions. As expected, the stagnation

i pocket_ and to reduce the thickness of the glue point appeared to have been very near the center of
Joint. All shields that had been fabricated were the shield and the usual glass droplet streaks ex- •

X-rayed and the percentage of void in the glue tended out from the center of the shield. Mi._or

Joints was measured. All shields that exhibited and major cracks in the ablation laminate and sep-
greater than 20 percent void were returned to the aration at the bondllne were evident in postflight

manufacturer where the center plug was machined inspection. The separation at the bondline, where

- away and a new plug was ins+ailed, reinapected, _u_d the ablation laminate is glued to the structuraA _,_'.
evaluated. In some cases, three and four new cen- laminate, was found to be ex_ensive over the center

tral plugs had to be installed before the percentage _ortion of the shield and extended approximately "
of v_ids was reduced to an acceptable level, one-half the radius of the shield. The unbonded

surfaces _ .re smoOth. The cracks in the ablation ,.

MA-_____.-_is was the first manned orbital flight laminate apparently occurred afte_ reentry heating,

of a Mercury spacecraft and was successfully made on as evidenced by a ur_ _rm char depth in the cracked _L
Pebruary 20, 1962. The flight was planned for three and uncracked portions of the ablation laminate.

orbits and was a culmination of the program to de- When the bondline separation was found in +he shield
velop the Mercury _paeecraft and to use it for man- used for the MA-8 relation, a section was cut from .'" .

ned orbital flight. In general, the spacecraft the MA-7 shield and it was found _hat substantial _

_--_-_ functioned well during the mission. BecauJe of a bondline separation was evident _ithout major cracks _/'
false indication of heat-shield detachman_ -t was showing at the exterior of the ablation laminate. _."
d.-._idedto perform the entry with the retropackage The h_ating appeared to be uniform over the shield _" ;_

on the heat shield. The external surface of the as indicated by 12 eo_ samples taken at vario,.- _: '_" ;
shield was charred in the normal pattern. The locations in the shield. Char depth measurement, -_.

center plug of the shxeld had separated as in the were normal, varying from O.53 to O._O _,_'has in ' _

-- previous orbital missions. The same area contained p. vious missions. The measured weight Aces, ,:, ._
several radial marks approximately h inches in 17._3 pounds, was more than that experience during : : _'_

length, It is possible that a large piece of the previous missions. The MA-7 heat shield lost " _
retropackage slipped off in this direction. 15.i pounds and the calculated 19_s was approxi- _

I mately ]i poundS. 'lhe measured weight ices for __ ., :i_,_'_"

MA-7.- This was the second manned orbital previous missions has been as low as 6.i pounds. ,_,_ _.
flight l-'-_.ndwas conducted on May 2_, 1962. The However, the heat-shield drying procedure used :_ . :"
flight was planned for three orbits and was a con- after flight to remove water has not been the same _ ':j:_

tinuation of _ prograa to acquire operational ex- for all flights, thus leading to soma uncertainty "_- °_ _,__L:.:

perience and information for manned orbital space as to the significance of the apparent differences _"_-• ,_,/'::_:i
flight. The performance of the MA-7 heat protection in weight ices. . :_ ,

system was as expected and was quite aatisfac _ory, i_ _The maximum recorded values of temperature on the MA-9.- The fourth and iaot manned orbital _ _

ab_tlwshieldwereco,,_redwithp_vio,_olyob spacef_ightwasperfo_d_ May14,l_,andwas _!_/_/'"_::_tainsd orbital reentry values. Th.emagnitudes of highly successful. The material_ and construction

these temperatures, as well as the ablation shield of the heat shield were the same as those for heat _;_._

weight loss during reentry, were comparable with shields used on previous orbital mlssions with the ,,__1__

previous flights. The external surface of the heat exception that six steel bolts w_. • installed in a

shield had the normal, evenly charred, glass-streak- circle having a radius c. i_ inches from the center

ed appearance and some circumferential separation of the heat ahSuld to aid in retainln_ the shingle __ ' _.
of the edge laminations were evident. The ablation portion of the sh_el_ at landing in ease of bond- _ ,-,.:_
shield center plu_ was found to be missing, with line ceparation. Postflight examination revealed

evidence that the plu_ remained intact throughout only minor orackS in the ablation laminate. A '_ '

the reentry heat pulse, as in the MA-9 mission. A section through the eente_ of :he shield indicated ,:_' /,_%_
number of cracks similar to those experienced i.l that the bondline had separated, but that i_ had ,._ ,-_
some previous missions were found in the ablation been held to_ether by tl.ebolts. The separated :;* .,,,_
shield ex*c_ior; however, these cracks did not ecru- area was not nearly as extensive aa t,_at evid_,nt '_i_ . _:

promise mission safety. Considerable recovery- on the MA-8 heat ahield_ and the surfaces of the ",__,_,_ '_:,"_._

handling dents and cuts were noted. The weight aeparatio_ region were smooth. No large nrack_ _, _,_loss of the heat shield during the reentry phase were o_ _ervad to emanate from the separated bond. . ,_ __:_.
amou_ted to approximately 13 pounds. _e supportin_ line area_ as had occurred in the previous tw6 _,

structure behind the ablation shield was found to flights. During reentry, the heat shield provide_ _ .,, _:_.

|j
i i ii i ........i
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s_tisfactory theraal protection, ae on all previ_s vith z_xinnm ten_._t,'res in the tabulation _hlch
orbltal -_,_ss_.ons. ?be erterrled tie cf exposure of Eel_toys:
the hea_ shield to the space enviro_e-.t did not re-

sult in any notleeable _f_ec_ re_rding the hea_- Conditions ,[ _perature, *F
shleL4 l_rfcr_ance. As exacted, the sta_atlon ]
point a_pear_d to have been close to the cen_er ol Cc_lete_ charred [ > 1._ to 1.2OO

_e shield, as evidenced by the usual Flus droplet Istrea_ *,hat extended out frcR this point. '_e re- Par+taLLy chattel > _'_0 _.o 800

entry heating appeared to be uniform over _he shiel_ t Discolored J > _ to _0as lndtca_d by 10 core samples _aken at w_lc_ lo-
cations. C_ar depth measure_n_s of these s_les No visible heat_ effects j < _00
Ind:cated normal heating, and these w_L_ea varied

O._ to 0._3 inch sL_lar to _rev_ous __lseio_s. Xn _az'g, it is considered that an adequate
The measured weiBbt loss of the heat _h_eld yes engineering _ was develc_-d *.o predict the

i_._ pounds. The sl_cecra/t _at protec_ten system performance of th_ Mercury spacecraft heat Shield._ perfors_ satlsfactor_y a_ in pre_lou_ rtl_siona. The results of the Big Joe heat-shield flight test
were used to aid in _.he selection of para_ter_ for

_eat S_leld Instru_ntatlon t_e anal_lo _lch h_s been ale!led tc a variety oz"
_cury entries. Good agree_nt _veen the ana-

Rach ]4ercu_ flight h_ a un|q_e set o_. heat- 3_tlcal _nd observed test results is r_ted for all

shield _trtmentation. This instru_ntat_o_ con- the flights.
slsted of the._ocoupl_ located at varl_ de._chs

and radial locations. _ese locations _re _lven for Linear wariatio_s of char depth end backface
each shield in table 3. _ foil_ing section Kl_s tenroeratures with total heat pulse are found to
the da_a f_xm these t_ernoc.ouple and se_or " -_oea exist. OVer a wide range of eutrles from early abo:_

. tion_, to near decay.

Observed Tenl_era_tures Thls analys_s is ._smt on _he as_umptioa that
the parameters de_rmlned Dcc_ the Blg Joe heat-

l_re 29 shows the Marcus-Atlas heat-shield shield test apply to the ?_arger heat pulses of
_pe_ratures for all senSorS for each f_Ll_ht. Max- orbital entries. Support of this assumption Is
tram bondli_e temperatures experienced a range of Indlca_ed from th,: results of arc-Jet tests on

_0" to _0" F, values meting the 600" F specimens of the Mercury shield at heat pulses f_on
b_Lllne criteria. These _ te_eratures oc-
curred at water te_ct. T_peratures in excess of 7,1_00 to 20,_'_0 Btu/ft 2. A second iteration on the
_0" F were observed on the Shield backf_ce in properties to be used In the ana_y_i_ could have

been made by using _rom_d-test data. _hr_her r_-some cases. Such te_p_-itures, hoeever, did no_
apparently aff-ct equll_ent or the structural in- flnement8 in the analysis are also obWlons. How-
tegrity of the shield, ever, these re_flnemen_ were never made during the

. life_i_e of the project and w_ll probably never be
l e_ortant because of the change in direction of

PO_tf_....ii_t _eesurements entry ablative technology.

Po_tfllght measurements of v_ua. _ a_ electri-
cal char depths s_ _eclflc gravlty were zaken of Concluslc_s
specimens _ the heat _leld of each Mercury
spacecraft. Add,tio_al postflight _asure_ente of The Mercury spacecraft heat _hield mas shown
glass content, mater absorption, ar_l weiE_.t loss to be yell suited an_ reliable for the entry con-
under vacu,._ conditions vere taken of speclmens dltic_ encountered. The dominant neche.n!_ of

heat reJe-.tion is radiation frcm _.e surface _nich
from the MA-9 orbital heat shield and s_eolz_na does not recede during entry. A straightforward: _ virgin _ercury heat-shield mterial. _ese
mzasurements are ._'.ported on in appendix D. one-di_ensio_a_ analysis was dcveioped to reconcile

L' the results of flight and 8_cound testing. _nufac-

_'" Ans_sis of Spaeecraf_ _ntries tur_ difficulties were ex_rlenccd but overcome
" and consisteotly good perfor_nce was obtained from

•"_ the 5even Shields that were fl_n.
A variety of Meycury _acecraf_ entries vas

_:. studied by using the prediction anal_sls which hasbeen pre-ric_ml_ydescribed. Entries from nonlnal Aupendix A.- Ablation Sensors

:;_ mieslons an_ fr_n a vtdo range of abort a"_ em_r-
.-_ @ency conditions were mralyzed to detera_r_ char Three types of ablation sensors _ere developed

_;, depth and temperature distribution of the heat for NA_ (+.ypes 1, _, and 3).

_" shield. _he results of these studies are co_pared _ type l ablation sensor was a slightlyJ" with the _ata o_tained in flight in figure _0 cor-
'_= _ " related on the Imsis of total heat l:mlse, truncated cone vlth a ti_ er_ exposed at the fron_

: fa_2 and measuring -" . h in diameter. The ope_at-
>.._ F_re _l shows a variat_.on of _axia_ Mercury-
•_ Atlas heat shield tauperetures vith _el_h _ the in_ principle was that tn, material remaining after

_. ,, Front surface fc_ all sensors flo_u on orbital charring was caroonace_as in nature and formed an
_. _ntrle_. Fairly good correlation of a _1 te_perattu_e electricaA conductor. Yine wires _re brought
• sensors can be ehown ml a plot of t_i8 type. Addi- within verious distances of the _ont face and

,_', .¢. _., tionall_, appearance of a flight heat shield plug electrical l_er was passed through the vires.
_._; Can be correlated as to ta_eperatures corresponding When the Char reuched a certain deyth, an electrical

_._ ., to the visual char depe_s Shown. It can be inferred c_rcuit was thus completed between a pair of the
' that the regions described in the section entitled f4,_ vires. This se_c_ was tested by a contractor

://; "Xnt_rpmtattonof CharDepth"eu be correlated aad found to be satisfactory.

k/
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._netype 2 ablatlc_ sensur consisted of e The time Increment _T is assumed s_all so

{-inch-d_ameter plug with a double twel'_e.pitch that properties kn and cn can be evaluated at

thread cut into the cuter surface. .Me plug was the temperat_-e Tu pre'milil_ at the beginning

heavily copperplated and then carefully ground so of the step.
that a pair of interwound helical copper vires re-

• mBined a+- the baso of the threads. _p duel vires For +.h_-_,,_f"-ce_!_r.= ._ _.hcdlffcrc_cc

formed a rondenser, the total capacitance of which equation Is _rl:ten
deceased as the char layer progressively advanced ....

Into the shield and calmed a shor-' circuit in part

of _hewire :en_s. _otot_ s,,,p_,aof _ls _ ' " "a �_I_. -sensor were tested by NASA but did not perform set- r. ero qBL - _'_
Vn_n_ n i oisfactolily and the eoncep _ was discerned.

The type _ sensors operated on the same prim- (_)
ciple as +_e type I sensor. However, threewere 2(Tn-T_ I) knkn_ll

...... _j _wtesx_d h) NASA and did not function properly. " 5n kn-I + _n-J.

AF_endix B.- Program for Ablation Anal_sis

The ablation model assumed is o_e-dimensioral The inner surface we3 considered to be sdiabatlc.

and c_msiders the overall thickness to be constant
while a char fron_ advances through the material. This analysis was pro_camed for machine com-

A finite differenCe analyeis is used in which the putation on an I_ 70_ digital com_uter.
mterlai is d_vlded into thin elements. An element

is treated sa ablating when i_ reaches a specified A_endlx C.- Abiatiov Shield Fabrication
"abAation" _mmperature. When the heat necessary to and Manufacturin_ Problems

v_porize a specified fraction of the _esln has been
Fabrication Techniqueabsnrbed, the element becomes "charred." A heat

blockage term is included based o_ the rate of ab-

lation and cor_lltions outside the boundary layer The fabrication procedure which was eventually

6_.) e__fployedinvolved first the buildup of the ablation(re*. shingle laminate and the subsequent addition of the

qBL = _P (Te Ta) dm ring and the parallel laminate. The shingle lamis-" " _ ate was fabricated by laving the -esln-impregnated

. (2) fiber-glass cloth tape obliquely on a mandrel and
in which buildlug in to the center in a sln_le continuous

1 .6 process. This component was then cured at a prea-

c_= 1 - _ (N_,a)-,., sure of 6> psi for approxis_tely 12 hours at t_m-
• p_._a_ures up to _00" F. This was followed by a

72_bour post cure at 250" F. The edge ring and
Because of the assumption of unchanged o_ersll parallel ],yup were subsequently applied over an

thickness, the anal_Jis cannot be applied to cases a!um_mized epoxy bond. The entire assembly was '-
in which the heating rates are high enough to cause
t_:eremoval of appreciable amounts of the charred poet cured for 21 days, 7 days each, st tempera- ;:

tures of 250 ° , 300", and )_0" F. "

material, rates on the order of lO0 Btu/ft2-sec,

nor to cases in which _ehanical removal of the char _e molded center plug measured i_._ inches in _

"' caused by high shear forces occurs. Neither of diameter and was 0.6_ inch thi_k with a 0.2_ inch ._these situations occurred for the Mercury heat high l-inch-diameter nubbin in the center. '._e _ _-

shield, taper angle was 1 + _. The plug was held t,_ i_ _ '_"

The numerical an_iyeis £_-based on a conven- 0.20_-Inch-diameter dowels in 0.219-inch holes, ;._ ._AJ
tional finite aALfetence soi._ion of the conduction 8 at a -inch _adiu_ and _ at a 2-inch radius (at

between adjacent uns-di_enElor_l elements described ,_ ",_/_!

7 con;ave surface) inclined at a _5° angle inward. ]'_!_'_'f:+.

in referenc_
The depth of _he dowel measured I.i_ inches on the

•ne difference equation for a typical internal dowel axis, or 0,813-1nch through shield tnlckne_:.

atement n is written as: set(0"_'Inch0._13-inch+ 0.2-inChintotheb"Ckup)'plug._ua, dowels are , f

Tn+l
T

_._t. --)kn+ikn _he backup platu measured 33 inches in diam-

dTn 0n 5n cv kn+ 1 + Bn+1 k n eter (m_ximum) and was feathered to _ diameter of _ -_L'" _9 incLes. The plate was 0._O-inch thick in the "

center_ O.177-inch thick at the outer edge (29 inches -, :i! _>

die_ter_, and O.O_O-inch at _ inches diameter. _ "_"

Shingle Delamination.- Early in t_e program, _ " k_,the manufacturer of the spacecraft prepared two of ;._, ?_,_.

the heat shields fcr static-load tests. _be first (_" _i_

and shield was ruined by plac,ng the entire shield in _ 'io!__

' = T + AT a large oven for th- purpose of curing some bonded ._ _'_,_""Tn n n load pads for the ground-test program. The r_p|4.

1
] i i , , :: :j
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uniform heating of the entire shield resulted in of each Mercury spacecraft. _ese measurements are'

delamiuation of a_,w.asin the _arel!el lamii_te$ shown in table _. Yu order to obtain specimens for

backup structure as a result of volatile gases postflight e_aminstion, cylindrical cores measuring
bair_ generated between the parallel l_,nina_es 2 inches i.;diameter were +token from each shield.

where the_. was no venting. Large blisters, mea- A sketch _f typical core locations (_) is shown
suring 6 to !0 inches in diameter, occurred at in figure 32. Visual char depths were measured
seve_'allocatlon_ in _he l_ckup structure. A sec- after one edge of each specime*_was polished flat

• ond shield was also ruined in an attempt to b -_ to obtain a clean smooth surface. Visual char de_th
iceoing pads to %he shield when the oven temper- measureme,:ts averaged between 0.30 inch and 0.40 inch

. atul_e re_,lator went out of cont*ol. This shield far all fli_/_ts,tending to be_ slJshtly higher on

was first quartered _nd then cut up. into many small the average lot the later flights. The increasing

test specimens. :_pcn sectionir_ the shield, areas spacecraf_ we'._t for _/,_later flights, as shown
were visible where the shingle section of the in table 9, which contributes to the greater heating

: shield was extensively delaminated. It was theor- is a factor is increasing char depth. Electrical
ized that these delsmlnations between plies were char depth _dsurements were made by successively

opened to the surface and t_:e long pc_t cure cycle removing thin (0.030 in. ) layers of char material

of heatin6 the ol,ield at _90", )00 °, and )_0# F and taking resistance measurements across the sur-

for 7 days each resulte_ in oxidizing the resin in face of the specimen. After chan&,_s in resistance
th(_e areas where porosity existed. _hese porous started to occur, cut_ of 0.009 inch to 0.010 inch

or delamLnated areas were not detectible by X-ray. were made before each measurement. _his change in

•_e neat s]_ieldcontractor, however, experimented resistance determined the "electrical" char depth.
with various inspection m_th_Is to detect porous A direct correlation was established between else-

areas in the final product without destructive tricai and visual char depths as determined from

testing of the shlel_. By using ultrasonic trams- pc_tflight measurements. Electrical char depth is
mission through the thickness of the shield, the generally about _7 percent of visual char depth.
contractor could d-teat even very small areas cf

porosity. Specimens from %he second damaged shield Specific Gravit_ Measurements
were used to calibrate the degree of porosity.

Small confined local areas of porosity were no. Postflight measurements of specific gravity of
considered detrimental to the integrity of the the heat-shield specimens are shown in table 6.
shield; however, the large areas were considered 1 1

unacceptable. Each shield thereafter was complete- Two specimens measuring _ inch by _ inch in cross

ly ultrasonically surveyed in various phases of section and ext_'ndingthe full depth of the shield

its construction. S_all areas of porosity were were cut from every core of each heat shieid.

observed to increase in size as the shields were Specific gravity meaourements for specimens from

exposed to additional heat cure and post cure the MA-9 shield are approximately 19 _arcent higher
cycles. Shields that showed areas of porosity coo than for other shields because of differences in

larce to be acceptable for flight were generally ,_.asuring techniques. It is believed that prime
salvaged by completely mchinlng all the shingle reliance should be placed on the data from shields

laminates away from finished shields and r_.building MA-2 through M_-8.
the shingle laminate thus salvaging the _arallel

laminates and the outer rings. In some e_e_a where Figure 33 shows a t.wplcal variation of specific
shingle bnildup was examined prior to the addition gravity with _e,_th thrcu@h the heat-shield specimen

of _.._e parallel or ring sections, the complete (MA-7). _e figure _nows that char formed during
shin@le la)Tr was scra_,pedwhen found to be ex- entry is less dense than the virgin mcter!al a._ the

cessively porous. All ahield_ pz_xluced showed some density s+_artsbecoming uniform after approximat'.ly
smell areas of porosity as a result of the sensi- C._O inch.

tiva ultrasonic inspection methods; houever_ upon

5_- postfli_ht examination, none of these areas ever Water Absorption Measurements

_• showed an indication of affecting the perfore_ance
--_. of the shield. A unidirectional water-absorption study of

_ MA-9 preflight ar_ postfiight heat-shield material
Rir_ Separation.- During the pressure and was performed. Samples consis _ed of preflight-

heat-curing cycle of some of the shields during vlrgin and postflight-eharred material. Six right

_ fabrication, drveloped circular cylindrlcal samples were supplied; three
cracks between the outer

cow,celts ring assemblies and the parallel or of these samples were virgin material with a diem-
_'°_ ' shingle laminates. _ese cre_.s sometimes covered eter of 1.99 centimeters and a height of 2._2 centi-

_,.t, i a cl;eur_erential angle of (_reater than 120 °. _e me_ers, and tbr_-,we.recharred samples of similar

'_" I cracks were always repaired by filling the cracks dimensions.
"_" wi_h raw laminate material and resins and by ad4ing

_k.' dowel pins between the parallel and ring assemblies. In an effort to deferrals,_ an upper limit to
_;'<' ._ Some 218 helical inserts that were later used to water absorption, void voile foA _he virgin and

":. attach the landing bag to the heat shield also 8ave charred samples were determined. A specially pre- _,

•_. confidence that these crack_ would news._ pose a pared pycnometer, which could be inserted in an
structural problem. Repaired cracks were n-vet evacuated desiccator, was used to made void volum_
found to reopen as a result of ground-test loads measurements. The pycnometer was evacuated to in-
or flight conditions, sure that entrapped air was removed from the samples. .?

_. _.

_ A__ndlx D.- Postfll_ht Measurements Unidirectional water-absorption measurements _,/
_._ were made by sealing all but one end of the sample'

_., i ViIual and Electri_al Char De_tha with tape and paraffin, immersing the samples in !_'
water, and removing and weighing them at appropriate _

;_°_ _ Pustfligh_ measurements of visual and else- time intervals.
! - I trical char depths ware taken of _he hea_ shield

;2i,"-:,

:..4.... ,
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| ,Figure 5_ shows unidirectioiml water ab_or_- Chemical anal_is of MA-p Heat Shield for Glass
tion for virgin samples as a function of time. Content and Combustible Volatiles

Since the same _ur_ace area was exposed to water

fur each sample, the variations of water-absorption A chemical analysis of the Mercury heat :shield

• rates for the three samples nrobably were caused by for glass content was F,:rfc_d. Samples cot.;_ted

variatio_ in th_ re_r_ucibility of the method, of preflight v_r_n, a _Ipostfllght charred heat

Good sealing around the sample was not ee._ilymain- shield material. _,gthkinds of samples were taken
' tained. ApFI oxi._tely ]2 percent of the total sur- from the ring region of Y_-9. A sample of each

face area was exposed to water for each sample. A material was analysed to determine in each the

llmiting value for water absor!Dtion is represented fraction by weight of combustible volatiles, the
in the average void volume for the virgin samples fraction by weight c,ffiberglas.q, and, in the case
which was previousJy given, of the charred heat-shield sample, the fraction of

!_ unbound silica remaining in the char region.
Figure 35 indicates the ware.r-absorption his-

tory for the charred samples. _he average void _e procedure used in making the chemical

volume of the charred samples represents the average analysis was as follows: A sample, welkin6 approx-

limiting value of water absorption for the same imately 2 to 3 grams, was cut from the uncharted,
samples. As shown in figure 3_, the variations in virgin specimen and one from the charred specimen,

water-absorption rates were probably caused by vat- Bo+_ samples were ignited in air at i,_00" F in

intions in the reproducibility of the method, pl_tinum crucibles until the con_ente maintained a
colmtant weight. It was found that the combustible ,--

Wei_t Lo6s volati_es were 30.06 percentI for the virgin heat

: A study of weight loss in the vacuum of the shield, and 24.42 percent for the charred heat-

MA-9 heat-shield material at 7_eF and at 379" F was shield material.

; performed. _e samples supplied consisted of pre-
flight-vlrgin, and postfli@ht-charred meter_al. _e slllca cnmtent of the specimens was next

Six samples were supplied; three plate sables of determined. _e residues from _ combustible
volatiles measurement, still in the platln_ stun-

virgin material with dimensions of 2.5 by 2.5 by ibles, were treated with a 50_50 mixture of c_een-

0.5 centimeters and three plate samples, charred, trated nitric and hydrofluoric acid solution. The

of similar dimensions, moistened residues ware drie_ on a hot plat@.,a_..._

Experimental equipment.- All weight loss and heated with a burner. _e process was repeated"- until ccmstant weights were obtained. The silica

pressure measurements were obtained and recorded by was determined to be 39.2_ percent for the virgin
using e recking balance with vacuum system, material and _. 15 percent for the charred MA- 9

Heating of the sample was accomplished by using material. ..

_-,m_ three reflector-mcamted infrared heat lamps. The
lamp-sample distance was addusted to provide the A s_z=aaryof results and com_rison with the

manufacturer's specifications fo_ virgin MA- 9 heat
desired sample temperature, shield material is gi_n in the table which foll_s:

Experimental p_'oce_-ure.-Prior to the weight- _"

loss determlmations, the samples were wei_.ed and _anufac- [MA-9 _-lrgin 6%err@d MA- 9 _ ' :
then desiccated for ayproximately _8 hours. _he _,r_le _urer's beat _hi,ld, heat s_ield, ,
system was pumped down to approximately IxiO"6 rail- materials _pacifi- % % .

llmetere of mercury. After the system reemhed ._ation,%

equilibrium at roc_ temperature, the temperature
was raised to 57_" F. An equilibrium wei_t-lo_s Combustible .. 30°06 _._ _ :_
rate was attained at 37_" F and the experiment was volatiles _ ,_:_"

terminated. _he same procedure yes used for both Resin content 31.8 32.6 26.5 _, ,S_o'_charred and uncharred samples. -<. 4_,
Total

-- 69.9_ ,_. _ op . _-_,
Results.- _he o_eerved resulte are sl can in the inorganicm _: _

:,'_ N

•_ _ortinnof "i',:,,';_'_uA/ibrium Tctal weight eillca in 3_. 98 35.68 29.01

Lnltial wel_ht-lce| rate loss after fi_erglas| ,_,,' _" '/
sample -- _i " _

Sample weight, itemperatmwR°cm575" F_"_ bourn at Fiber=glass 68.2 67.)_ 5_.79 "_'$_ _!_')
g _nr _/hr_ _D" r (Int. content _,,_

Uncharted R.I9)89 0.R_ 0.56 19.7 (free) .... 1_.0e _:_.
= silica

The tahulatlca shews that the wei_ht=icem :_ _

rates are very small for both charred and virgin ;
heat-shield material and era quite insen_itlw

to temperature. Thi_._ei_t lo_a probably repre-

sents the loe_ of ab_Or_ed contaei,_ante. 1All _ere_ntep mea_ure_nts are by waist.

i , , , i , ,,, ,, ,i i i,
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Goo_ correlation existed between the virgin

heat-shield sxualy_is and the manufacturer's speci-
fications. The analysis of _e charred heat shield

showed the loss of volatile carbonaceous materials,

the corresp(_di_<_ increase In concentration of in-

or_nics_ and t,,e fall in concentration of undis-

turbed fiberglass in the overall compositJon. _e
total sillca concenZration increased in the charred

material and existed as unbound, free silica, prob-

ably concentrated totally in the charred regions of

the heat shield.
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l TABLE I.- BIG JOE lY.ATSHIELD INSerTION

+B
,!

Quandrantl_l 8 Quandrant I

7

6

4 2 i i0 ii-A

Quandrant QuandrantII

Sensor Location Thermocouple Depth from surface,in.
A, in. B, in. (a) (b)

i 0 0 i O.067 _
2 187 "_

4 .,677 .,-,
5 1 067 "_
6 1. 607 ' :;'_,_.

2 -7. _ o 3_ o.o71 _ . _%
35 .191 _-: i_.:i_'

37 .681 , . _m_w
38 i.071 _ ,'._,,
39 z. 6n ' _" '"_'-

3 -14.8 0 7 O.08.5 _" "i_

9 z.o85

:k!! then.ocouplaswere chromel-alumel.
b
The accuracyof depth measurementis iO.001 inch.

. i m i i r i 111 H HHI
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• Achieved rq dt = 3,000 Btu_sq ft

..... Anticipated _q dt = 7,100 Btu
sq ft
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F i 9ure 11 - Measured d i¢lectr i c properties ,_
of a Big Joe heat-shield specimen.
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